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ABSTRACT
While modern high performance computing remains bound to the use of physical 
resources, virtualization has proven to provide a cost-effective, scalable and reliable IT 
environment for HPC with the important add-on benefit of infrastructure flexibility. In our 
work at University of Pisa, we have shown how to use virtualization to accelerate the 
delivery of virtual HPC clusters in a VMware vSphere® environment.
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UNIVERSITY OF PISA VMWARE ENVIRONMENT
University of Pisa has several VMware vSphere clusters in production. This virtualized 
IT infrastructure is spread over three data centers connected by a 200-Gb/s Data Center 
Interconnect (DCI).

VMware clusters host resources ranging from enterprise services to virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI) using the latest hardware technologies. Key components of the 
infrastructure include:

• Dell EMC PowerEdge R730XD and R740XD servers

• Intel® Xeon® processors

• 100Gb/s Mellanox Connectx-5 Ethernet cards

• Intel® Optane™ P4800X 

• Intel SSD DC P4600 NVMe storage

• Dell EMC Isilon high-performance NAS

• Dell Networking Z9100 Switches

• VMware vSAN™ hyperconverged storage

WHY HPC VIRTUAL CLUSTER
The fundamental element of virtualization is the virtual machine (VM) — a software abstraction 
that supports the running of an operating system and its applications in an environment whose 
resource configuration may be different from that of the underlying hardware.

The best description of the  benefits of VMs in HPC may be found in the VMware white 
paper “Virtualizing High-Performance Computing (HPC) Environments: Reference 
Architecture.” This paper summarizes the benefits of VMs in these terms:

Benefits of virtual machines:

• Heterogeneity: By using VMs, different resource configurations, operating systems, 
and HPC software can be flexibly mixed on the same physical hardware. In addition, 
with a self-provisioning model, IT departments can deliver various environments with 
decreased time-to-solution for researchers, scientists, and engineers per each user’s 
requirements. 

• Increased control and research reproducibility: Infrastructure and HPC 
administrators can dynamically resize, pause, take snapshots, back up, replicate to 
other virtual environments, or simply wipe and redeploy VMs based on their role-based 
permissions. Since configurations and files are encapsulated within each VM, the VMs 
can be archived and rerun for research purposes, such as compliance. 

• Improved resource-prioritization and balancing: Compute resources for VMs can be 
prioritized individually or in a pool. It’s also possible to migrate running VMs and their 
encapsulated workloads across the cluster for load-balancing. This migration increases 
overall cluster efficiency compared with a bare-metal approach. 

• Fault-isolation: By running jobs in an isolated VM environment, each job is protected 
from potential faults caused by jobs running in different VMs. 

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/solutions/vmw-hpc-reference-architecture.pdf
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/solutions/vmw-hpc-reference-architecture.pdf
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Together with:

SECURITY 

• Security rules and policies can be defined and applied based on environment, workflow, 
VM, physical server, and operator, including: 

• Actions controlled via user permissions and logged for audit reporting. For example, 
root access privileges are only granted as needed and based on the specified VMs, 
preventing compromise of other HPC workflows. 

• Isolated workflows where sensitive data cannot be shared with other HPC 
environments, workflows, or users running on the same underlying hardware. 

RESILIENCE AND REDUNDANCY 

• HPC VMs provide fault-resilience, dynamic recovery, and other capabilities not available 
in traditional HPC environments. Specifically, HPC VMs enable: 

• Hardware maintenance without impacting operational HPC workflows or serviceability. 

• Automatic restart on another physical servers within the cluster following a server failure. 

• Live migration to another physical host when resources of a given host are at capacity. 

VIRTUAL HPC AT UNIVERSITY OF PISA
This work was inspired by the possibility of integrating virtual HPC resources in our 
traditional HPC bare-metal environment made with Dell EMC PowerEdge servers, Intel® 
Omni-Path InfiniBand networks and parallel filesystems (BeeGFS).

Doing this we could either offer users the possibility to have a flexible, on-demand HPC 
infrastructure or use VMware Sphere Infrastructure at 100 percent of the capability.

We decided to use two approaches on our VMware vSphere infrastructure:

1. The same HPC software infrastructure environment based on OpenHPC/BeeGFS that 
we use in production on bare-metal clusters

2. An innovative approach based on Kubernetes/Slurm for HPC and AI

The first approach is based on vHPC scripts from VMware and OpenHPC. The second is 
based on Omnia Project from Dell Technologies. 

WHY OpenHPC
OpenHPC is a Linux Foundation Collaborative Project whose mission is to provide a 
reference collection of open-source HPC software components and best practices, lowering 
barriers to deployment, advancement and use of modern HPC methods and tools.

The project describes itself in these terms:

“OpenHPC is a collaborative, community effort that initiated from a desire to aggregate 
a number of common ingredients required to deploy and manage High Performance 
Computing (HPC) Linux clusters including provisioning tools, resource management, 
I/O clients, development tools, and a variety of scientific libraries. Packages provided by 
OpenHPC have been pre-built with HPC integration in mind with a goal to provide re-
usable building blocks for the HPC community.”

The University of Pisa HPC computing facilities software environment is mainly based on 
OpenHPC. We use Warewulf stateless provisioning with SLURM as Batch System. Local 
node disks are used to deploy BeeGFS as internal parallel filesystem.

http://openhpc.community/
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HOW TO MAP HPC CLUSTER ON VMWARE VSphere: vHPC
We decided to use vHPC Toolkit python scripts coming from VMware. The scripts can be 
downloaded from:

• github at: https://github.com/vmware/vhpc-toolkit.git

• Flings repository at: https://flings.vmware.com/virtualized-high-performance-
computing-toolkit

vHPC toolkit  is a way to facilitate managing the lifecycle of special configurations for HPC 
(such as leveraging GPU and FPGA hardware accelerators for compute as well as RDMA 
interconnects) by leveraging VMware vSphere APIs.

It also includes features that help vSphere administrators perform some common vSphere 
tasks that are related to creating such high-performing environments, such as VM cloning, 
setting latency sensitivity, and sizing vCPUs, memory, etc.

Feature highlights:

• Configure PCIe devices in DirectPath I/O mode, such as GPGPU, FPGA and RDMA 
interconnects

• Configure NVIDIA vGPU

• Configure RDMA SR-IOV (Single Root I/O Virtualization)

• Configure PVRDMA (Paravirtualized RDMA)

• Enable easy creation and destruction of virtual HPC clusters using cluster configuration files

• Perform common vSphere tasks, such as cloning VMs, configuring vCPUs, memory, 
reservations, shares, latency sensitivity, distributed virtual switch/standard virtual switch, 
network adapters and network configurations

VIRTUAL HPC VSphere INFRASTRUCTURE
The basic idea comes from VMware HPC best practices:

6.2 Basic Virtualized HPC (vHPC) Architecture

https://github.com/vmware/vhpc-toolkit.git
https://flings.vmware.com/virtualized-high-performance-computing-toolkit
https://flings.vmware.com/virtualized-high-performance-computing-toolkit
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We deployed a three-node vSphere/vSAN 6.7U3 cluster built with Dell EMC PowerEdge 
servers, Intel Optane and Intel NVMe drives. Connection is provided by 100-Gb/s 
Mellanox card on a Dell EMC Networking Z9100 switch.

vHPC toolkit is installed on an Ubuntu 18.04 VM inside the VMware vSphere infrastructure

vHPC TOOLKIT AND OpenHPC
The workflow we used is as follows:

1. Set up VM template for OpenHPC compute nodes
2. Set up VM template for OpenHPC head node
3. Set up VSphere distributed switches
4. Clone head node VM and personalize installation
5. Use vHPC scripts to deploy the VMware HPC infrastructure 
6. Complete the configuration of the OpenHPC head node:  

a. Provisioning 
b. SLURM configuration 
c. BeeGFS

7. Boot nodes

In a few minutes we had our virtual OpenHPC cluster up and running.

OMNIA PROJECT
Omnia (Latin: all or everything) is a deployment tool to turn Dell EMC PowerEdge servers 
with RPM-based Linux images into a functioning Slurm/Kubernetes cluster developed by 

• Lucas A. Wilson (Dell Technologies)

• John Lockman (Dell Technologies)
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To learn more, visit hpcatdell.com.

Omnia is a collection of Ansible playbooks for installing and 
configuring Slurm or Kubernetes on an inventory of servers, 
along with additional software packages and services.

Omnia can be downloaded from github at:  
https://github.com/dellhpc/omnia

vHPC AND OMNIA
We used vHPC scripts to design and deploy VMs and 
networks similar to the real infrastructure.

The workflow we used was:

1. Deploy Centos 7.8 VM template
2. Use vHPC script to design VM network and Deploy 

Centos 7.8 VM
3. Set up master node (install Ansible and set up ssh 

keys for root account

4. Run Omnia playbooks

Shortly after we had the environment ready for use.

CONCLUSIONS
We have described some methods we used to 
successfully deploy a virtual HPC cluster in a VMware 
vSphere environment. The approaches we used still 
requires human control and are not completely automated. 

While the work is ongoing to improve automation and the 
available features, we are realizing important benefits today. 
VMware gives us the possibility to be flexible and to use the 
infrastructure for many workloads — enterprise workloads, 
virtual desktop infrastructure, remote workstations, support 
for smart working, scientific computing and HPC — all in the 
same infrastructure in a very flexible way optimizing at the 
same time licensing costs.
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